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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we address the retrieval of multi-modality medical volumes, which consist of two different
imaging modalities, acquired sequentially, from the same scanner. One such example, positron emission
tomography and computed tomography (PET-CT), provides physicians with complementary functional
and anatomical features as well as spatial relationships and has led to improved cancer diagnosis, localisation, and staging.
The challenge of multi-modality volume retrieval for cancer patients lies in representing the complementary geometric and topologic attributes between tumours and organs. These attributes and relationships, which are used for tumour staging and classiﬁcation, can be formulated as a graph. It has been
demonstrated that graph-based methods have high accuracy for retrieval by spatial similarity. However,
naïvely representing all relationships on a complete graph obscures the structure of the tumour-anatomy
relationships.
We propose a new graph structure derived from complete graphs that structurally constrains the edges
connected to tumour vertices based upon the spatial proximity of tumours and organs. This enables
retrieval on the basis of tumour localisation. We also present a similarity matching algorithm that
accounts for different feature sets for graph elements from different imaging modalities. Our method
emphasises the relationships between a tumour and related organs, while still modelling patient-speciﬁc
anatomical variations. Constraining tumours to related anatomical structures improves the discrimination potential of graphs, making it easier to retrieve similar images based on tumour location.
We evaluated our retrieval methodology on a dataset of clinical PET-CT volumes. Our results showed
that our method enabled the retrieval of multi-modality images using spatial features. Our graph-based
retrieval algorithm achieved a higher precision than several other retrieval techniques: gray-level histograms as well as state-of-the-art methods such as visual words using the scale- invariant feature transform (SIFT) and relational matrices representing the spatial arrangements of objects.
Ó 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Medical imaging is fundamental to modern healthcare and its
widespread use has resulted in the rapid expansion of image storage in databases and a variety of archival systems, e.g. picture
archiving and communication systems (PACS). These image repositories store vital patient diagnostic imaging data and they offer
the opportunity for evidence-based diagnosis, teaching, and
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research (Müller et al., 2004; Müller et al., 2007; Müller et al.,
2009; Akgül et al., 2011; Müller and Deserno, 2011). These additional applications require methods to extract relevant features
from the clinical images, index them in a representational structure, compare the similarity of representations, and present the
comparative data back to a user.
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is an image search technique that complements the conventional text-based retrieval of
images by using visual features as search criteria (Smeulders
et al., 2000). These features typically include shape, colour, texture,
and the spatial arrangement of objects within an image, as well as
state-of-the-art image features such as the scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT) (Lowe, 2004), a powerful descriptor for object
and image classiﬁcation. Medical CBIR, the study of CBIR in medicine, has recently become an active area of research (Petrakis
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et al., 2002; Petrakis, 2002; Alajlan et al., 2008; Fischer et al., 2008;
Huang et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009; Iakovidis et al.,
2009; Shyu et al., 1999; Aisen et al., 2003; Müller et al., 2005; Napel
et al., 2010; Quellec et al., 2010a; Quellec et al., 2010b; Quellec et al.,
2011; Akakin and Gurcan, 2012). In clinical evaluation, a lung image
retrieval system (Shyu et al., 1999) assisted physicians to identify
disease more accurately (Aisen et al., 2003). Müller et al. (2005)
used a CBIR system to access images from a teaching database.
Napel et al. (2010) concluded that CBIR could provide real-time
clinical decision support to radiologists.
Features that describe relationships within images, such as the
spatial arrangement of regions of interest (ROIs), are now being
used by both general and medical CBIR studies. Hoàng et al.
(2010) portrayed this using triangular spatial relationships, i.e.,
angles between groups of entities. Jaworska et al. (2010) showed
the spatial arrangement using matrices that indicated the relative
cardinal or ordinal (compass) directions of objects. The interactions
between the contours and areas of two objects (such as overlap)
were described using complex strings (Wang et al., 2012). In the
medical domain, Huang et al. (2012) calculated the spatial
relationships between adjacent objects through the intensity
proﬁle of the local neighbourhood of tumour ROIs. Spine X-ray
retrieval has been achieved using partial shape matching (Xu
et al., 2008), and the spatial and geometric features between
adjacent vertebrae (Lee et al., 2009). Graphs are a more general
approach to represent relational data (Bunke and Riesen, 2011).
Retrieval methods based on the graph edit distance have high
retrieval accuracy compared to other methods, such as strings
(Petrakis, 2002). Alajlan et al. (2008) proposed a tree-based CBIR
algorithm that used ROI curvature and hierarchical inclusion. Jouili
and Tabbone (2012) reported a graph indexing technique that
assigned graphs to multiple clusters. Fischer et al. (2008) used
hierarchical attributed regional adjacency graphs to model the
relationships between adjacent regions.
Despite advances in medical CBIR, there are still many challenges to overcome (Müller et al., 2004; Müller et al., 2007; Müller
et al., 2009; Akgül et al., 2011; Ghosh et al., 2011; Müller and
Deserno, 2011). One is the retrieval of multi-modality images,
which are images of the same body region acquired with different
techniques, such as computed tomography (CT) and positron
emission tomography (PET), referred to as PET-CT. Multi-modality
imaging introduces the possibility of searches based on complementary features from the different modalities. Recent studies on
CBIR algorithms on different imaging modalities (Quellec et al.,
2010a; Quellec et al., 2010b; Quellec et al., 2011; Akakin and
Gurcan, 2012) still treated each image modality separately.
Foncubierta-Rodríguez et al. (2013) quantiﬁed the texture information from CT images acquired at different energy levels; the combination of energy and spatial information was applied to the early
diagnosis of pulmonary embolism. Zhou et al. (2012) reported a
case-based retrieval algorithm that combined multi-image queries
from different imaging modalities. Retrieval was achieved by ﬁnding
the most similar images to every image within the query case and
reducing the similar images to a list of unique cases in the dataset.
However, the complementary information relationships between
the different modalities within the cases were not exploited.
In this paper, we will explore CBIR as applied to multi-modality
images acquired sequentially on a PET-CT scanner (Townsend
et al., 2003). PET-CT provides complementary information from
each modality and has an important clinical role in the evaluation
of a variety of malignancies with improved diagnosis, staging, and
assessment of treatment response when compared to the single
imaging modalities (Blodgett et al., 2007). PET-CT can be regarded
as the template for multi-modality imaging as other modalities,
such as SPECT-CT and PET-MR, are introduced more widely into
clinical care.
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The clinical motivation for this work includes developing a
methodology to retrieve image volumes from speciﬁc conditions
for training and education and also for research. We have chosen
a clinical dataset (Section 3) for patients with non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) as an example. Lymphoma could also have been
chosen but we decided to limit our initial study to the thorax. In
NSCLC, the most important determinant of outcome is the clinical
stage at diagnosis as determined by the tumour location as well as
the detection of regional nodal disease in the hilar and mediastinal
regions (Detterbeck, 2009; Edge et al., 2010; Edge and Compton,
2010). The location of the tumour is also an important consideration in regard to the surgical approach to the tumour. Hence,
the spatial arrangement of different tumours is critical in the accurate evaluation and staging of lung cancer. From a research perspective, the spatial mapping of different tumours provides
important insights into the heterogenous manifestations of the disease and its patterns of spread. A CBIR system where image similarity is based on similar criteria could provide opportunities for
comparing protocols, case-based reasoning, training, and comparison of data from clinical trials.
To the best of our knowledge, our preliminary investigations are
the only work in the area of multi-modality PET-CT retrieval. We
have previously investigated the feasibility of CBIR for PET-CT
using different features (Kim et al., 2009; Song et al., 2010; Song
et al., 2011). We have also represented the spatial relationships
between functional (PET) and anatomical (CT) structures as complete graphs for both 2D slices (Kumar et al., 2008) and 3D volumes
(Kumar et al., 2012b). We previously reported that the retrieval
could be improved by reducing the graph edges (pruning) to
remove redundant information (Kumar et al., 2012a). However,
our previous graph-based method (Kumar et al., 2008; Kumar
et al., 2012b) for PET-CT images used features common to both
modalities and did not include modality-speciﬁc features such
as CT texture or the standard uptake value (SUV), which in PET is
a semi-quantitative measure of the most common PET tracer,
18
F-ﬂuorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG).
However, representing all relationships on a complete graph
obscures important relationships in multi-modality images. We
hypothesise that in PET-CT studies of patients with cancer, we
can enhance retrieval accuracy by constraining the graph representation of tumours to related anatomical structures and indexing
complementary features that are unique to different modalities,
i.e. using retrieval according to tumour localisation. This will
mimic the geometric and topological attributes utilised in the staging system for cancer (Detterbeck, 2009; Edge et al., 2010), where
disease classiﬁcation is based upon the size, location, and the relationship of tumours to adjacent structures, e.g. the mediastinum in
lung cancers, or the diaphragm, bone marrow, and spleen, in
lymphomas (Carbone et al., 1971; Lister et al., 1989). As such, we
propose a new representation for our CBIR framework, the
Complete-Anatomy Proximal-Pathology (CAPP) graph, which is
designed to prioritise spatial relationships between tumour and
organ ROIs (extracted semi-automatically from two modalities).
We also introduce a graph similarity measure that accommodates
the modality-speciﬁc features indexed on the CAPP graphs. We
applied our method to the retrieval of 3D PET-CT volumes.

2. Theoretical background and design
2.1. Graphs
Graphs are a general approach to representing symbolic structured data (Bunke and Riesen, 2011). A graph representation
G ¼ ðV; E; A; a; SÞ consists of a set of vertices V, which represent
individual objects; a set of edges E that link vertices and represent
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relationships between objects; an alphabet A, which is the set of
attributes that describe the objects or relationships; a set of functions a for calculating and assigning the attributes to vertices or
edges; and a symbolic reference S to the structure being represented, e.g. ﬁle path, object identiﬁer. The order of a graph is the
number of vertices.
Fig. 1(a) depicts a structure with four objects, each with a different colour. The graph in Fig. 1(b) represents each object as a vertex
(circle) with the same colour as the object and a single attribute (a)
describing its area. Relationships between objects are represented
by edges (lines) with a single attribute describing the distance
between the objects (d). The set of functions a was used to
calculate the vertex and edge features (a and d). Finally, the graph
contains a ﬁle path (S) that links it to the structure from which it
was derived, shown in Fig. 1(a).
In such graph representations, each individual vertex or edge
can be treated as an independent feature vector, i.e., a vector
v 2 V ¼ ½x1 x2 . . . xk  and an edge e 2 E ¼ ½y1 y2 . . . yl , for feature
values given by xi where 1 6 i 6 k and yj where 1 6 j 6 l. The graph
is the collection of these independent feature vectors.
Graphs have represented relational and structural information
in many pattern recognition applications, including image matching (for a review see Conte et al., 2004). These representations
demonstrated high retrieval accuracy when searching for images
based upon the similarity of the spatial arrangement of their ROIs
(Petrakis, 2002). Furthermore, graphs are able to index any possible feature as an attribute, and unlike feature vectors are not constrained to a ﬁxed length (Bunke and Riesen, 2011).
Graphs can be compared in terms of structure and the attributes
indexed on the vertices and edges. The graph edit distance is a
measure of the dissimilarity of two graphs (Bunke, 1999) that measures the cost to transform one graph (G) into another graph (H).
Let o ¼ hg; hi be an edit operation, where g is a vertex (or edge)
of G and h is a vertex (or edge) of H. When g and h are not null
(£) then o is a substitution operation; when g or h is null then o
is insertion or deletion. Using this terminology, the graph edit distance can then be deﬁned as:

DGED ðG; HÞ ¼ minðo1 ;o2 ;...;on Þ2X

n
X
dðoi Þ

ð1Þ

i

where ðo1 ; o2 ; . . . ; on Þ is a sequence of edit operations, X is the set of
all sequences that transform G to H, and dðoi Þ is a function for calculating the cost for the edit operation oi .
The major drawback of graph representations comes from the
high computational complexity of many graph algorithms, including the most accurate ‘brute force’ methods for calculating the
graph edit distance (Petrakis, 2002; Bunke and Riesen, 2011), which
we used previously (Kumar et al., 2008). The brute force method
ﬁnds the optimal sequence of edit operations by evaluating every
element (unique sequence of edit operations) in X. A tree structure
is iteratively generated to enumerate the unique sequences; each

α: 4

node is a pair of mapped vertices with each path from the root to
a leaf node representing a unique sequence. As the order of the
graphs grow, so does the length and number of sequences, and
the time needed to evaluate the graph edit distance.
While faster methods are generally less accurate, Neuhaus et al.
(2006) showed that their ‘beam search’ approach was almost as
accurate as a brute force method when using large beams. The
beam search algorithm is a fast but suboptimal algorithm for calculating the graph edit distance through an adaptation of the popular
Aq algorithm (Hart et al., 1968). Unlike the brute force algorithm,
the beam search does not evaluate every sequence in X. Instead,
it generates a smaller set of sequences Xb # X by iteratively
expanding the b best partial branches (sequences) in the tree. This
speeds up the operation by limiting the number of sequences that
have to be evaluated. The beam search algorithm was appropriate
for ranking images based on similarity of their classes because it
increased inter-class differences while intra-class differences were
not strongly affected (Neuhaus et al., 2006).

2.2. Proposed graph-based CBIR method
The major components of our graph-based CBIR framework are
shown in Fig. 2. The pink arrows show the preprocessing used to
create the search index. The images in the database are segmented,
features are extracted from the segments, and represented on
graphs; the graphs are stored in the index. The green arrows show
the query process. First, a graph is created from the query image
(after segmentation and feature extraction). The query graph is then
compared to the indexed graphs. Finally, the most similar images,
according to the graph comparisons, are displayed to the user.
In most graph-based CBIR frameworks (Petrakis et al., 2002;
Petrakis, 2002; Alajlan et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2008; Kumar
et al., 2012a), ROIs within the images are represented by graph vertices. Vertex attributes are used to index image features, for example ROI curvature (Alajlan et al., 2008), or sets of ROI features,
including size, orientation, or perimeter (Petrakis, 2002). Relationships between two ROIs are represented by the graph edge that
connects their corresponding vertices. These edges can represent
binary relationships, such as inclusion (Alajlan et al., 2008), or sets
of attributed relationships (distance and angle between the two
ROIs) (Petrakis, 2002). The similarity of images is calculated by
ﬁnding the graph edit distance where the cost of an edit operation
(dðÞ in Eq. 1) is based on the differences in graph structure and
attributes.
In this work, an image is considered relevant to the query if the
two images share the same tumour localisation, i.e., the tumour
location relative to organs is the same. The set of geometric and
topological attributes that represent the anatomical location extent
of tumours can be formulated as a graph. Our choice of graphs was
motivated by their ability to represent the spatial arrangement of
multiple ROIs (tumours and organs) as well as other relationship

α: 15
α = area(ROI)

a

= centroid_distance(ROI1, ROI2)
S
PATH_TO_STRUCTURE

α: 1
α: 4
0

(a)

1

2 cm

(b)

Fig. 1. Representing a structure using graphs. (a) A structure with four objects. (b) The associated graph representation with attributes describing the area of each object (a),
and the distance between objects (d); these attributes were calculated using the set of functions given by a. The graph also contains a link (S) to the original structure.
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Fig. 2. Our graph-based CBIR framework. The pink arrows depict the creation of the
image index and the green arrows show the query process. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

features in multi-modality images. An example of the clinical relevance of spatial arrangement of tumours relative to anatomy is in
the staging of primary lung tumours (Detterbeck, 2009): Stage T1
is assigned to cases with a tumour that is completely enclosed by
the lung while Stage T3 is assigned to cases with a tumour that is
invading the chest wall, diaphragm, or mediastinal pleura. Tumour
properties (size etc.) are used to further stage the disease into
different classes. While spatial arrangement can be modelled by
triangular relationships (Hoàng et al., 2010) or matrices describing
the relative placement of objects (Jaworska et al., 2010), these methods cannot present other relational information, such as the relative
size of two objects or the overlap between them. Strings can
describe the interactions between ROIs (Wang et al., 2012) but
Petrakis (2002) has shown that graph based methods are more accurate for retrieval based on the relative spatial arrangement of ROIs.
Our choice of features (see Section 4.3) was based on the need
to represent the geometric and topological attributes used for cancer staging and classiﬁcation (Detterbeck, 2009; Edge et al., 2010;
Carbone et al., 1971; Lister et al., 1989), including geometric
tumour properties (volume, length, etc.) and location relative to
anatomy (distances and angles from other structures). To this
end, we adapted the geometric and spatial features described by
Petrakis (2002) and complemented them with modality speciﬁc
information, SUV for PET and texture for CT. This method differs
from our previous work (Kumar et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2012b)
where features common to both modalities were used.
Our CBIR framework is predicated on the following
assumptions:
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volumes had a CT resolution of 512  512 pixels at 0.98 mm 
0.98 mm, a PET resolution of 200  200 pixels at 4.07 mm 
4.07 mm, and a slice thickness and an interslice distance of
3 mm. The studies in the dataset contained between 1 and
7 tumours (inclusive). The clinical reports detailing tumour locations and nodal involvement were available for each study.
We used a well-established adaptive thresholding algorithm
with reﬁnements (Hu et al., 2001) to segment the left and right
lung volumes from the CT volume. Tumours from the PET volumes
were segmented with a 40% peak SUV connected thresholding to
detect ‘hot spots’ identiﬁed in the diagnostic reports (Bradley
et al., 2004). To include other major organs above the diaphragm
we applied connected thresholding to coarsely segment the brain
and mediastinal tissue (including the heart).
We used the ﬁndings from the clinical reports to make minor
manual adjustments to ensure that the segmented ROIs were
accurate. The manual interventions were generally required for
over-segmentation (extra or larger ROIs), rather than undersegmentation (missed or smaller ROIs). The adjustments included:
 eliminating PET ROIs that were not tumours; extraneous
ROIs were selected for deletion prior to graph creation
and this was achieved with 2 mouse clicks per extra ROI;
 adjusting the parameters for coarse segmentation of the
mediastinum and brain by manual entry of upper and
lower threshold values or dragging two sliders; and,
 separating the left and right lungs in 2 of the 50 studies; for
these it was only necessary to split the segmented lung
ROIs in a few slices because they were only joined at the
anterior part of the thorax.
3.2. Ground truth
The ground truth for our dataset was derived from the accompanying clinical reports. These reports were written by an experienced specialist physician related to the project who has read over
60,000 PET-CT studies. The tumour locations and nodal involvement stated in the clinical reports were used as labels for the associated images. A computer scientist related to the project collated
these labels to construct the ground truth. That is, the tumour locations and nodal involvement were used as expertly-assigned labels
and our retrieval method was to be evaluated against these labels.
4. Multi-modality graphs

3. Materials

Our method begins by extracting ROIs from each modality separately as described in Section 3. During graph construction, a vertex is created for each ROI and labelled with the image modality
(anatomical or pathological) of the represented ROI. The attributed
feature set of each vertex depends upon this label. Our attributed
vertices index ROI features while our edges index relationships
between ROIs. Edges are created between each vertex to form a
complete graph (see Petrakis et al., 2002, for an example). We
created CAPP graphs by pruning edges from the complete graphs
based upon the physical spatial proximity of tumours to organs.
The extensibility of graph representations (Section 2.1) enabled
us to index modality-speciﬁc features. Furthermore, when images
contained multiple tumours and organs, additional vertices and
edges were included to represent each structure individually.

3.1. Clinical PET-CT dataset

4.1. Complete graphs

We used 50 PET-CT studies of lung cancer patients that were
acquired on a Siemens Biograph mCT scanner, each comprised of
two series: one CT volume and one PET volume. The reconstructed

Let V A be the set of all vertices representing anatomical ROIs.
Similarly, let V P be the set of all vertices representing tumour ROIs.
Let F A ; F P and F S be the feature alphabets for anatomical regions,

1. The two modalities present both common and complementary information; anatomical data are provided by CT, and
functional or tumour data from PET.
2. The scanner hardware co-aligns the images. In this study,
we disregard errors in aligning regions between modalities
(registration).
3. The segmentation algorithms do not label the extracted
ROIs. As such, we assume that the extracted structures
are unknown. Only the modality of the image from which
ROIs are extracted is known.
4. Each ROI was a collection of voxels belonging to a tumour
or an anatomical structure.
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pathology (tumour) regions, and spatial relationships, respectively.
Similarly, let fA ; f P and fS be the functions that calculate these features and assign them to elements of V A , elements of V P , and graph
edges, respectively.
We can then deﬁne the multi-modality complete graph
GC ¼ ðV C ; EC ; F; f ; IÞ, where V C ¼ V A [ V P ; EC ¼ fv i v j g8v i ; v j 2 V C
where v i – v j is the set of all edges, F ¼ ðF A ; F P ; F S Þ is the combined
feature alphabet, f ¼ ðfA ; fP ; fS Þ are the functions for calculating
these features, and I is the multi-modality image represented by
GC . By deﬁnition, all complete graph vertices are pairwise connected by an edge.
The construction of a complete graph representing a PET-CT
image is shown in Fig. 3. Features are extracted from the ROIs in each
modality and indexed on vertices. The vertices have been labelled
with the modality of the image from which the ROIs are extracted.
Alignment of the two images by the scanner hardware allows the
extraction of spatial relationships between ROIs in different modalities, thereby enabling the construction of the complete graph.
4.2. Complete-anatomy proximal-pathology graphs
The Complete-Anatomy Proximal-Pathology (CAPP) graph is the
representation we propose to constrain the pathology (tumours) to

8
1 if v i 2 V A and v j 2 V A
>
>
>
>
>
v i 2 V A and v j 2 V P and
>
<
Uðv i v j Þ ¼ 1 if v i ¼ arg min proximityðxv j Þ
>
x2V A
>
>
>
>
>
:
0 otherwise

ð2Þ

where proximityðxyÞ is a function that obtains the spatial nearness
of the regions represented by vertices x 2 V C and y 2 V C from the
edge xy 2 EC . We deﬁne proximityðxyÞ as returning the md feature
of edge xy (see Section 4.3 for an explanation of the different features). This deﬁnition enables CAPP graphs to model tumour
localisation.
Fig. 4 depicts the creation of the CAPP graph of the PET-CT
image in Fig. 3. The function U indicates the edges that are to be
preserved: the green edge connects two vertices that are elements
of V A , while the purple edges connect vertices in V P to the vertex in

3D Spatial
Co-Alignment

3D PET
Feature Extraction

PET 1

spatially related anatomical structures. Let GCAPP ¼ ðV C ; ECAPP ; F; f ; IÞ
be the CAPP graph where ECAPP # EC . We generate ECAPP by pruning
the complete edge set EC using an indicator function U. Let
v i ; v j 2 V C with v i – v j be the endvertices of an edge v i v j 2 EC .
The function U uses the modalities and proximity of v i and v j to
signal inclusion within ECAPP . We deﬁne U as follows:

3D CT
Feature Extraction

CT 1

PET 2

PET Vertices

CT 2

CT Vertices

3D Spatial
Relationship
Extraction

CT 1

CT 2

PET 1

PET 2

Multi-Modality Complete Graph
Fig. 3. Multi-modality complete graph construction. Features from ROIs in both modalities are indexed on graph vertices. Alignment of the two modalities by the scanner
hardware is used to calculate spatial relationships between all ROIs (including those in different modalities). These relationships form the graph’s edges.
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where pi 2 P; j  j is the cardinality function, and the function ndðpÞ
returns a set of voxels Pnd  P that are the neighbours of p, and
pk 2 Pnd is a voxel that is a neighbour of p.
Thirteen gray-level co-occurrence matrices (one for each unique
direction) were used to calculate 3D Haralick texture features. The
matrices were derived from the co-occurrence of neighbouring
voxel values. We calculated ﬁve features from these co-occurrence
matrices (Haralick et al., 1973): entropy (ent), contrast (cont), correlation (cor), energy (nrg) and homogeneity (hmgt).
Acquisition protocols that use the same patient orientation (e.g.
head-ﬁrst and supine) for images with the same resolution enable
the extraction of point sets (pts), the coordinates of all the pixels in
a given ROI. We used this to improve anatomical matching by measuring the overlap between anatomy ROIs in the query and dataset
images, as in Kim et al. (2009).

V A representing the spatially nearest anatomical ROI. The edges
indicated by dashed lines have been removed in the resultant CAPP
graph.
Our deﬁnition of the edge set of the CAPP graph is similar to
edge set of the regional adjacency graph (RAG) (Llados et al.,
2001). The edges in an RAG are incident to vertices representing
ROIs that are adjacent within an image. However, because the ROIs
in different modalities may not be directly adjacent to each other
(due to segmentation, partial volume effects etc.), proximity is
used for CAPP graph edge deﬁnition.
4.3. Image features
We divided the feature set into three categories, corresponding
to the two vertex sets and the edge set: anatomical ROI features
(F A ), tumour ROI features (F P ), and spatial relationship features
for edges (F S ). That is, we treated each vertex and edge on a graph
as individual feature vectors: vertices in V A were j F A j-dimensional
vectors, vertices in V P were v ertF P j-dimensional vectors, and edges
were j F S j-dimensional vectors. In this section, we list all the features extracted for our experiments.
We indexed the following features as vertex attributes: size (s),
boundary (b), length or the maximum distance between two points
on the boundary of a ROI (l), roundness (r), and tumour homogeneity (th). The maximum (IMAX ), mean (Il ), and variation (Ir ) of the
intensity or SUV of pixels in an ROI were also indexed as vertex features. The graph edge attributes were: distance (d), relative orientation (ro), relative size (rs), and minimum distance (md).
Size was represented by the volume (number of voxels) of a
particular ROI. Similarly, the boundary size was deﬁned as the surface area of a 3D ROIs. The ro feature consisted of two values,
equivalent to the pitch and yaw angles directing an observer from
the centroid of one ROI towards the centroid of the other. The
roundness or sphericity of a 3D ROI was deﬁned as a function of
its volume (the s feature) and surface area (the b feature), as in
Wadell (1935).
Tumour homogeneity is a measure of the uniformity of tumour
pixel intensities. We adapted the voxel neighbourhood homogeneity coefﬁcient given by Belhassen and Zaidi (2010), which considers intensity distribution with spatial constraints. Our adaptation
limited the calculation of the coefﬁcient to only neighbouring voxels within the tumour ROI instead of all 26 3D neighbours. Let
P ¼ fp1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pn g be the set of voxels within a tumour. The
tumour homogeneity is then given by:

P
thðPÞ ¼

i

aðpi Þ

4.3.1. Feature selection
In this work, we did not ﬁnd the optimal set of features using
feature selection. This is because feature selection is regarded as
a separate, signiﬁcant challenge in graph-based CBIR studies,
which are instead focused on presenting new ways for graph construction and matching (Petrakis, 2002; Alajlan et al., 2008; Jouili
and Tabbone, 2012). The graphs in these studies, as well as in ours,
represented both structural and image features. Any feature selection technique would therefore need to optimise the structures,
the features, and their interdependence. For example, in our context the optimality of a feature may be dependent on a number
of factors: the modality the feature was extracted from, the structure on which it is indexed, and other related structures in the
same graph. To the best of our knowledge, there is no standard
method for performing this type of feature selection.
We therefore chose to use a standard set of spatial and relational features (Petrakis, 2002) that were complemented with
modality speciﬁc information. We also normalised the features
(Section 5.1) to ensure that the contribution of each feature was
independent of its range of values.
5. Calculating graph similarity
5.1. Feature normalisation
Our graphs indexed various types of features and each feature
had a range of different of possible values. As such, there was a risk
that features with a large range would dominate the similarity
matching compared to features with small ranges. Aksoy and
Haralick (2001) demonstrated that linearly scaling features to a
random variable with zero mean and unit variance improved the
discriminatory capabilities of similarity measures. However, this
approach could not be applied directly to all the features indexed
on our graphs. As such, we derived a different normalisation technique for different features depending on the type: measurements

ð3Þ

n

and

aðpÞ ¼

1
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
PjndðpÞj
1
1 þ jndðpÞj k¼1 ðpk  pÞ2
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Fig. 4. The CAPP graph of the PET-CT image from Fig. 3; U retained the green edge as it was incident to two vertices in V A ; the purple edges are retained because they
connected pathology vertices to the nearest anatomical vertex. Dashed edges were eliminated in the ﬁnal CAPP graph. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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(such as volume, length, etc.), angles, and point sets. Each of the
normalisation techniques ensured that the contribution of each
feature to the similarity measure was independent of its range of
values and was within the range ½0; 1.

for edges). It was necessary to adapt the beam search algorithm
to account for these cases. Since organs are not tumours, we
achieved this by disallowing comparisons between different
modalities using a specially designed cost function for our graph
edit distance calculation (Eq. 1):

5.1.1. Measurement features
Measurements are features that represent a certain property
such as distance or size. Thus, it is possible to calculate the mean
and standard deviation of all the feature values in the dataset
and scale the features accordingly. However, in our multi-modality
cases it was possible for the range of features to be different across
modalities (e.g., tumour volume can be much smaller than organ
volume). Hence, this normalisation should be applied separately
for different modalities, e.g., anatomical volume should be scaled
using the mean and standard deviation of the volume of anatomical ROIs.
Let x be the value of a feature f, and lf and rf be the mean and
standard deviation of f in the dataset. We normalised different values of x to the range ½0; 1 by linearly scaling them to a random variable with zero mean and unit variance and shifting it so it is
within the desired range. The normalised value ~
x of x was determined by using a function from Aksoy and Haralick (2001):
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5.1.2. Angular features
While angular features (such as relative orientation) are also
measurements, the circular nature of the angles makes them difﬁcult to normalise by linear scaling as in Section 5.1.1. The difﬁculties arise when normalising angles that have a large difference but
are similar when plotted on a circle. For example, the values
þðp  Þ and ðp  Þ, for a small value  > 0 have a difference
of 2ðp  Þ but the angles are only 2 radians apart.
We therefore normalised an angular feature h using functions of
its sine and cosine (Petrakis, 2002). The normalised value ~
h was a
pair of values:

~h ¼



sinðhÞ þ 1 cosðhÞ þ 1
;
4
4


ð6Þ

The maximum value of each component was 0.5. This ensured that
the contribution of a single angle lay within the range ½0; 1.
5.1.3. Point set features
Point set features were collections of coordinates representing
the shape and layout of the ROI, such as the contour or boundary
points. We normalised the difference between two point sets during similarity measurement such that the distance value ranged
from 0 (total similarity) to 1 (total dissimilarity). The Jaccard distance was used to measure the dissimilarity between two point
sets:

distanceðqpts ; spts Þ ¼ 1 

jqpts \ spts j
jqpts [ spts j

ð7Þ

where qpts and spts are two point sets of a query and dataset vertex,
respectively. The distance value was within the range ½0; 1.
5.2. Graph similarity
We calculated similarity measures by calculating the graph edit
distance using an adaptation of the beam search algorithm
(Neuhaus et al., 2006). Both the standard brute force approach
and its beam search adaptation assume a standard set of vertex
features. The complete and CAPP graphs have different feature sets
for different graph vertices and edges (F A for V A ; F P for V P , and F S

if modðQ Þ – modðSÞ
if S ¼ £

if Q ¼ £

ð8Þ

otherwise

i

where hQ ; Si was a graph edit operation, Q was a vertex (or edge)
from the query graph, S was a vertex (or edge) from a graph in
the dataset, mod was a function that returns the modality of a vertex or edge, qi was the ith feature of Q ; si was the ith feature of S, and
p was the order of the distance function. When the ith feature was a
point set, the difference qi  si was replaced with the result of Eq. 7.
In our experiments, we set p ¼ 2. This was equivalent to the Euclidean distance except in the case of point sets.
The ﬁrst case in Eq. 8 assigns an inﬁnite cost when the transformation sequence attempts to substitute vertices that are from different modalities (i.e., transforms an organ into a tumour or vice
versa). The inﬁnite cost ensures that the minimisation part of the
graph edit distance calculation (see Section 2.1) eliminates the
sequence from consideration because of this single operation. This
forces the algorithm to consider other alternate sequences in X,
possibly involving the deletion or insertion of Q or S.
The second and third case cover the cost of deletion or insertion
operations, respectively (Petrakis et al., 2002). The second case
measures the cost of deleting Q from the query graph while the
third case measures the cost of inserting S into the query graph.
An alternate but equivalent formulation is that the second case
measures the cost of inserting Q into the graph from the dataset
while the third case measures the cost of deleting S from the graph
in the dataset. The ﬁnal case is the cost of substitution.
The differences between Eq. 2 and Eq. 8 are important to note.
Eq. 2 applies to the construction of CAPP graphs and it allows edges
between vertices (ROIs) from different modalities to enable relationships between tumours and organs to be represented on a single graph. On the other hand, Eq. 8 prevents substitution of vertices
from different graphs if the vertices are from different modalities.
6. Experimental procedure
Our experiments were designed to determine if our method
enabled the retrieval of multi-modality images by comparing the
retrieval results to the ground truth. We evaluated our work using
two standard measures: precision, the proportion of retrieved
images that were relevant; and recall, the proportion of all relevant
images in the dataset that were actually retrieved. We also calculated the mean average precision (MAP), a single-value indicating
the average precision over all levels of recall. The relevance of a
retrieved image was determined using the ground truth described
in Section 3.
Our retrieval experiments used a leave-one-out (LOO) crossvalidation approach. We divided the dataset of k images into k sets
consisting of 1 query image and k  1 indexed images. All optimisations, such as calculating the mean and standard deviation for
feature normalisation or extracting SIFT visual words (see below),
were performed on the set of k  1 indexed images. The removal
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of the query from the indexed images ensured that our optimisations as well as the ﬁnal precision and recall were not biased by
the presence of the query. We compared our CAPP graph retrieval
method to the following techniques:

Clinical PET−CT Retrieval
100

90

We also compared our CAPP graph to the complete graph to
investigate whether constraining tumours to their nearest anatomical structures improved the precision of the image retrieval algorithm. We also investigated the robustness of our graph-based
method when fully automatic segmentation was used.
Finally, we examined the contribution of the image features on
our graph-based PET-CT retrieval. We ﬁrst created multiple new
feature sets, each of which excluded a feature from the full feature
set F. That is, we constructed new feature sets F i ¼ F n fi where
fi 2 F and 1 6 f 6j F j. The MAP of the LOO experiments using each
F i was then calculated. We also investigated the contribution of the
graph structure by repeating the LOO experiments using no image
features.

7. Results
Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the mean precision and recall
achieved by our graph-based CBIR method and the other methods.
Table 1 summarises the MAP of these results and shows that the
CAPP graph had a higher overall mean precision than all other
methods. We also examined the performance of our method in
retrieving images with tumours in particular locations. These
results are given in Table 2; the bold values indicate the highest
MAP across the different methods for a speciﬁc location. The CAPP
graph had higher a MAP when retrieving tumours in the majority
of anatomical locations. The MAP values in Table 2 are generally
lower than those in Table 1 because queries with multiple tumours
often resulted in the retrieval of images with tumours that shared
other localisations with the query but not necessarily the one that
was targeted.
We evaluated the robustness of our method to segmentation
errors by experiments using representations where the ROIs were
detected by automatic segmentation. Fig. 6 depicts the mean precision and recall of the experiments when using automatic segmentation techniques. The MAP of these experiments are
summarised in Table 3, which shows that the CAPP graph achieved
a higher overall MAP than the other methods. While the complete
graph achieved a higher average precision at recall < 10%, it had a
lower precision for recall P 10%. However, the higher MAP of the
CAPP graph demonstrates that it has a better overall performance
than the complete graph. Table 4 provides a breakdown of the MAP
by tumour location; the bold values indicate the highest MAP
across the different methods for a speciﬁc location. The MAPs of
the SIFT and histogram methods, which are not reliant upon

80

precision %

 Gray-level histograms extracted from the thorax of PET-CT
3D volumes. One 256-bin histogram was computed for
each of the modalities. This is a traditional image retrieval
technique (Bugatti et al., 2009).
 Visual words using SIFT features (see Zhou et al., 2012 for a
description). The features were extracted from the PET and
CT slices showing the thorax on a slice-by-slice basis; the
features were combined to form descriptors for the 3D volume. This is a state-of-the-art retrieval method that does
not use spatial relationships.
 Relational matrices representing spatial relationships
between ROIs. This is similar to the technique suggested
by Jaworska et al. (2010) except it was adapted for 3D volumes. This is an advanced retrieval method that is based on
spatial relationships.
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Fig. 5. Precision and recall graph averaged over all 50 queries.

Table 1
Comparison of mean average precision (MAP).
Method

MAP (%)

Complete
CAPP
Histogram
SIFT
Matrix

48.38
52.28
43.63
46.52
46.96

segmentation, are the same as in Table 2. The CAPP graph achieves
a higher MAP for more tumour locations than any of the other
techniques.
Table 5 lists the effect of the image features on the retrieval process; we calculated the MAP of CAPP graph searches using all features, using no features, and using our varied feature set (excluding
one feature at a time). The table shows that the CAPP graph was
able to maintain similar levels of retrieval precision using different
feature sets.
A typical PET-CT retrieval example is depicted in Fig. 7. Table 6
gives the the locations of tumours in query and the top three
retrieved results (R1, R2, R3) using the different methods. The
query image contains a tumour within the lower lobe of the right
lung with nodal involvement at the right hilum on the right side
of the mediastinum (paratracheal lymph node involvement). All
the images retrieved by the CAPP graph technique contained
tumours localised in the right lower lobe, right hilum, or right
mediastinum. Only R1 and R3 with the complete graph method
retrieved images where the disease was in the right lung or right
hilum. Only R2 with the gray-level histogram method showed a
Table 2
MAP by tumour location.
Location

Right upper lobe (RUL)
Right middle lobe (RML)
Right lower lobe (RLL)
Left upper lobe (LUL)
Left lower lobe (LLL)
Mediastinum (M)
Right mediastinum (RM)
Right hilum (RH)
Left hilum (LH)

MAP (%)
Complete

CAPP

Histogram

SIFT

Matrix

50.70
12.51
24.51
14.45
25.06
36.64
14.00
37.32
30.14

50.27
12.20
24.18
23.17
26.78
39.14
24.68
45.52
45.30

41.64
14.44
17.12
20.05
20.47
39.09
18.29
31.14
25.51

45.54
16.53
19.02
19.64
31.78
37.97
12.58
30.78
26.26

55.84
10.85
21.94
11.45
31.19
35.67
9.35
26.33
20.56
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Table 5
MAP with feature removal.

Clinical PET−CT Retrieval
100

Vertex feature

MAP (%)

complete
CAPP
SIFT
histogram
matrix

Size (s)
Boundary (b)
Length (l)
Entropy (ent)
Contrast (cont)
Correlation (cor)
Energy (nrg)
Homogeneity (hmgt)
Roundness (b)
Tumour homogeneity (th)
SUV maximum (IMAX )
SUV mean (Il )
SUV variation (Ir )
Point set (pts)

52.44
52.50
52.47
52.34
52.35
52.24
52.27
52.29
52.54
52.35
52.52
52.42
52.51
50.20

90

Edge feature
Distance (d)
Relative size (rs)
Relative orientation (f)
Minimum distance (md)

52.68
53.40
48.40
52.20

All features
CAPP – all used
Complete – all used
CAPP – none used

52.28
48.38
46.12

90
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Fig. 6. Precision and recall graph averaged over all 50 queries (automatic
segmentation).

Table 3
Comparison of
segmentation).

MAP

(automatic

Method

MAP (%)

Complete
CAPP
Histogram
SIFT
Matrix

46.47
47.53
43.63
46.52
45.79

Table 4
MAP By tumour location (automatic segmentation).
Location

RUL
RML
RLL
LUL
LLL
M
RM
RH
LH

MAP (%)
Complete

CAPP

Histogram

SIFT

Matrix

42.44
19.30
20.10
14.39
23.14
42.85
21.33
37.20
28.57

42.95
13.47
22.94
20.26
22.85
42.16
30.17
48.25
31.54

41.64
14.44
17.12
20.05
20.47
39.09
18.29
31.14
25.51

45.54
16.53
19.02
19.64
31.78
37.97
12.58
30.78
26.26

47.27
16.45
22.52
22.72
18.79
37.09
13.23
33.16
25.92

lesion on the right that involved nodal disease. The SIFT and matrix
methods also retrieved a single similar image and both methods
retrieved misleading and inaccurate images. Our CAPP graph method retrieved PET-CT volumes that were realistic and most consistent with the patterns of disease found in clinical practice.
8. Discussion
Our ﬁndings show that our CAPP graph method had higher precision than the other methods when retrieving clinical PET-CT volumes of lung cancer patients. In the majority of the cases, the CAPP
graph had a higher precision in retrieving image volumes with particular tumour localisation and the retrieved images were more
similar to the query than those retrieved by the other methods.
The MAP results in Table 1 revealed an interesting pattern. The
methods that used spatial relationships (complete graphs, CAPP
graphs, and the matrix method) achieved higher MAPs than the
techniques that did not use relationships. The graph-based

methods (complete and CAPP) were more precise than the relational matrix. The explanation is that the matrices only represent
the relative position of two ROIs as one discrete descriptor from
a predetermined set (e.g., above/below, left/right, front/behind, or
a combination). Graphs, however, can represent relative position
using the distance and the angle between objects as well as other
relational information, such as the relative size of two ROI. Thus,
graphs have a higher discriminatory power than the relational
matrix.
Table 1 also shows that the CAPP graph has a higher MAP than
the complete graph. This can be attributed to the variation in structure of CAPP graphs, which emphasised tumour localisation in
multi-modality images by strongly associating individual pathologies and their nearest organs. Complete graphs had no variation in
structure among graphs with the same number of vertices and as
such they had less discriminatory power than CAPP graphs. This
is illustrated in Fig. 8. The ﬁrst column (a) depicts several images
with grey anatomical regions and white tumours. Each of these
images has the same number of ROIs. The same complete graph
structure represents all these images (column (b)). The CAPP
graphs in the third column (c) have different structures.
The variation in structure was introduced by Eq. 2, which created CAPP graphs by preserving edges between tumour vertices
and the vertex of its nearest anatomical neighbour. Modifying Eq.
2 to include more edges would cause a decrease in retrieval precision, e.g., preserving edges with the two nearest anatomical neighbours reduces the MAP to 50.51%. The explanation for this effect is
that increasing the number of edges (to the n closest organs)
moves the CAPP graph’s structure closer to that of a complete
graph, and thus reduces its discriminatory power.
The discriminatory power of the CAPP graph also relates to the
number of vertices (order). A higher order means that more varied
graph structures are possible (see Table 2). The CAPP graph has a
higher MAP than the other methods for tumours in the majority
of anatomical locations. In each of these cases (LUL, M, RM, RH,
and LH), more than 85% of the images in the dataset had multiple
tumours. The MAP of the relational matrix method ﬂuctuated
depending on the tumour location. It was relatively high for the
cases where the tumours were in locations that were in the ‘corners’ or the middle of the thorax, e.g. right upper lobe (top right),
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Retrieved Images
R1

R2

R3

Complete

QUERY

CAPP

Histogram

SIFT

Matrix

Fig. 7. The top 3 (R1, R2, R3) PET-CT volumes retrieved by the different methods. The ﬁgure shows maximum intensity projections (2D projections of the highest intensity 3D
voxels) of the PET images; tumour ROIs are marked in red; retrieved images have been cropped to the lung ﬁelds. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 6
Tumour localisation for Fig. 7.
Localisation labelsa

a
b

1

2

3

4

Query

RLL

RH

–

–

Complete
R1b
R2
R3

RUL
LUL
RUL

RH
LH
RH

M
M
M

–
–
–

CAPP
R1
R2
R3

M
RUL
RLL

RH
RH
RH

–
M
–

–
–
–

Histogram
R1
R2
R3

LLL
RUL
RUL

–
M
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

SIFT
R1
R2
R3

LLL
RUL
LUL

LH
RH
–

LM
RM
–

–
LLL
–

Matrix
R1
R2
R3

RLL
RUL
RUL

RH
M
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

See Table 2 for abbreviations.
RN = Nth retrieved image.

left lower lobe (bottom left), mediastinum (centre), as opposed to
locations that fall between these locations, e.g. right side of the
mediastinum. Again this is because matrices only store discrete
descriptors of relative location and as such work best when the
tumour is in an ‘extreme’ position. The MAP for the right middle
lobe is low (< 20%) for all methods because there were very few
of these images within the dataset (5 of 50) meaning that other

images could have been deemed to be more similar due to other
features.
To achieve retrieval based on anatomical localisation of
tumours, the CAPP graph similarity measurement algorithm
needed to correctly match anatomical ROIs (vertices) across
images (graphs). An incorrect anatomy matching would potentially
lead to an incorrect tumour substitution, e.g. an incorrect match
between the mediastinum and a lung would cause lung tumours
to be considered as mediastinal tumours. Normally, anatomical
matching could be done by matching labels assigned to the segmented anatomical ROIs. However, to not restrict our method to
either general segmentation algorithms or structure-speciﬁc algorithms, we assumed in Section 2.2 that the segmented structures
were not labelled. Therefore, in our case the anatomy assignment
was entirely dependent upon the graph similarity calculation.
We reduced the likelihood of an incorrect anatomical matching
by representing all spatial relationships (even minor ones)
between anatomical vertices, by creating edges between all pairs
of anatomical vertices in our CAPP graphs, thus forming a fully connected subgraph (a complete anatomical subgraph).
The ability to retrieve images based on tumour localisation was
also helped by our similarity measurement algorithm, which
emphasised inter-class distances (Neuhaus et al., 2006). Calculating the similarity of multi-modality images with complete graphs
favours substitution operations, particularly when the images have
the same number of tumours. When CAPP graphs are used, all
operations are used. As deﬁned, insertion and deletion operations
have a higher cost (see Eq. 8). This results in CAPP graphs having
greater discriminatory power in cases with more than one tumour.
As such, the CAPP graph had the highest precision when the graph
dataset contained a wide variety of different structures, representing images with many tumours spread across the body.
In our graph representation each vertex or edge was treated as a
feature vector. The graph similarity algorithm used these features
(Section 4.3) and and the distance metric (Eq. 8) to measure the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Comparison of graphs representing images with the same number of tumours. Complete graphs always have the same structure, while CAPP graphs have more varied
structures. Column (a): The image depicting four anatomical regions (grey ROIs) and two tumours (white ROIs). Column (b): The complete graph structure that represents all
the images. Column (c): Distinct CAPP graph representations. Images in column (a) were derived from the OncoPET dataset (Tomei et al., 2010) used in our prior work (Kumar
et al., 2012a).

level of similarity of different graph structures. For example, a
small difference between two feature vectors indicated a low cost
graph edit operation (implying a minor graph transformation).
Table 5 shows that retrieval based purely on the CAPP graph structure (a graph with no image or relational features) had a lower
MAP than both the CAPP and complete graphs with all features.
We thus concluded that the higher retrieval precision was not
purely the effect of the graph structure.
Table 5 also reveals that the precision of the CAPP graph was not
greatly affected by a variation in the image feature sets. The normalised feature sets ensured that no individual feature would bias
the metric because it had a higher range of values. The largest drop
in retrieval precision occurred when the ro edge feature was
removed from F because it was responsible for distinguishing
between tumours in two different lobes of the same lung. For
example, consider two single tumour images: one with a tumour
in the left upper lobe and the other in the left lower lobe. Each of
these images would have the same graph structure (vertex of the
left lung connected to the tumour vertex). The difference in tumour
location would thus be speciﬁed by the ro feature.
The reliance on segmentation is a limitation of our method, one
not shared with other techniques like SIFT. Accurate segmentation
is important for the extraction of ROI features (e.g., volume) and
relationships (e.g., distance between ROIs). As such incorrect segmentation negatively impacts the similarity measurement. To this
end in this work, we used semi-automatic segmentation techniques that could be manually adjusted (as described in
Section 3.1). The reﬁnement of the segmentation was mainly limited to the entry of 2 numerical parameters by typing or dragging
sliders and an additional 2 mouse clicks for deleting extraneous
(non-anatomy and non-tumour) regions. In the majority of the
cases the segmentation was ﬁne-tuned within 2 to 3 min.

When ROIs were detected by automatic segmentation the precision of our method was lower than when we used semiautomatic segmentation (Fig. 6, Tables 3 and 4). The precision of
the methods that did not rely upon segmentation (SIFT and graylevel histograms) were unaffected. The results indicated that the
CAPP graph method was more sensitive to accurate segmentation
than the other segmentation reliant methods (complete graph
and the relational matrix). This is because over-segmentation (the
most common error in our experiments) distorts the proximity of
the ROIs, thereby negatively impacting the edge pruning function
(Eq. 2) used for CAPP graph construction. Despite the decrease in
precision, the CAPP graph method still achieves an overall MAP that
is comparable with the other retrieval methods. This indicated that
existing automatic segmentation algorithms are already sufﬁciently reliable for use with the CAPP graph method.
The reliance on semi-automatic segmentation does not necessarily decrease the clinical usefulness of our method because the
CAPP graph method had a higher overall MAP before the segmentation adjustments were applied (see Table 3). That is, the segmentation adjustments served to improve the overall retrieval precision.
Integrating newer techniques that improve the reliability of automatic segmentation, such as the technique proposed by Kronman
et al. (2013), will improve the retrieval precision when automatic
segmentation techniques are used for ROI detection, thereby also
improving the clinical usability of our retrieval method.

9. Conclusion
The CAPP graph representation enabled the retrieval of 3D multi-modality medical volumes based on the localisation of tumours
in relation to anatomy. Our results show that the varied nature of
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CAPP graph structures enabled higher levels of precision compared
to several other retrieval methods. The CAPP graph is able to model
tumour localisation within multi-modality images and it, together
with our proposed similarity measurement algorithm, allowed
modality-speciﬁc features to capture the complementary information inherent in multi-modal images.
Future work will include optimisation of the computational
performance and accuracy of the similarity measurement of the
CAPP graph. In particular, we will investigate: (i) the impact of
adjusting the cost functions to emphasise edges between vertices
in V A and V P ; (ii) graph-based feature selection algorithms to enable the use of an optimal set of structural and image features;
(iii) weighting graph substructures to emphasise tumours in speciﬁc locations of interest; and (iv) the optimal way of including
state-of-the-art features (such as SIFT) as part of an extended
graph feature set.
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